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Conventional niche overlap
measurements are
not effective for assessing
interspecific competition

Dennis L. Murray1*, Jenilee Gobin1, Arthur Scully1

and Daniel H. Thornton2

1Department of Biology, Trent University, Peterborough, ON, Canada, 2School of the Environment,
Washington State University, Pullman, WA, United States
Interspecific competition is notoriously difficult to detect and quantify, especially

in species that are wide-ranging or otherwise difficult to track in the wild.

Research investigating interspecific competition usually relies on niche overlap

measurements despite that this approach alone does not yield rigorous

inference. As an illustration, we review published research assessing

interspecific competition in mid-sized carnivores in North America (bobcat –

Lynx rufus; Canada lynx – Lynx canadensis; coyote – Canis latrans), and report

on shortcomings associated with commonly used study designs and types of

inference. Niche overlap measurements typically focus on one or two resources

(e.g., food, space, habitat), often using non-independent sampling units and

inadequate replication. Few studies measure overlap variation through space,

time, or resource variability, which is crucial for robust assessment. Niche overlap

(or lack thereof) is used as evidence both for and against interspecific

competition, reflecting a weak link between competition theory, predicted

responses, and observations. Overall, challenges associated with conducting

competition research in the field promote over-reliance on simple

measurements, flawed study designs and weak inference. Minimally, niche

overlap studies should include assessment across multiple niche dimensions

and spatial or temporal variation in competitor density or resource availability.

Dynamic investigative approaches should include new technologies for tracking

inter-individual interactions, study designs that leverage quasi-experiments (e.g.,

decline in shared resources, biological control of one competitor), and synthetic

analyses (e.g., meta-regression). Ultimately, better understanding of competition

theory vis-à-vis study design and data needs will promote improved

understanding of the role of interspecific competition in nature.
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Introduction

Interspecific competition, defined here as the shared use of a

limited resource (Abrams, 2022), is widely recognized as a primary

force shaping ecological communities. Competitive interactions can

be exploitative, involving indirect interactions over resources

(usually food, space, or habitat), causing limitation in per capita

resource availability and potential physical or niche-related

displacement or death (Schoener, 1983). Alternatively, agonistic

or interference competition arises when individuals interact directly

through strife and exert physical displacement, avoidance, injury, or

death (Case and Gilpin, 1974).

Conclusively demonstrating competitive relationships in nature

has been a longstanding challenge (Connor and Simberloff, 1986;

Keddy, 1989). For example, if two species have overlapping food,

habitat, or space use, does this mean that they actively compete or

that they do not compete but rather co-exist on abundant

resources? Can interspecific competition be detected using data

from a single set of observations in space and time, or is replication

or other ancillary information necessary for conclusive assessment?

These questions have spurred much discussion over the prevalence

and intensity of competition in natural systems, and how best to test

for it (Diamond, 1986; Gurevitch et al., 1992; Abrams, 2022).

Currently, the prevailing viewpoint that interspecific competition

is common and important in shaping communities and ecosystems

(e.g., Denno et al., 1995; Kaplan and Denno, 2007; Cusumano et al.,

2016) is supported by evidence ranging in quality, quantity, and

relevance, depending on the species and system under investigation

and the type of study design and data collected in the assessment

(Blanchet et al., 2020; Salinas-Ramos et al., 2020; Watz and Nyqvist,

2022). At one end of the spectrum, plants and sessile invertebrate

animals are well-suited for interspecific competition research and

can support rigorous laboratory or field tests, including being

amenable to controlled field experiments and evaluating the

broader role of competition on population dynamics and

community structure (Denno et al., 1995; Aschehoug et al., 2016).

Indeed, much foundational theory and empirical testing for

interspecific competition occurred decades ago, during the golden

age of ecological field experiments involving a variety of (mostly

sessile) model organisms (Connell, 1983; Schoener, 1983; Chesson,

2000). Since then developments in competition theory and

corresponding field-based assessment have languished, including

a lack of research involving realistic species interactions in

organisms that naturally occur at low density, are wide-ranging,

or are otherwise difficult to study because of logistical or ethical

challenges (Abrams, 2022). These gaps limit our understanding of

the prevalence, magnitude, and drivers of interspecific competition

in nature.

Here, we review study designs used to assess interspecific

competition in free-ranging animals and evaluate levels of

inference provided by niche overlap measurement, the

predominant investigative approach. As a model system, we use

published research on mid-sized North American carnivores;

bobcat (Lynx rufus), Canada lynx (Lynx canadensis), and coyote

(Canis latrans), which are sympatric across small (bobcat–lynx) and
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large (bobcat–coyote, lynx–coyote) portions of their geographic

range (Anderson and Lovallo, 2003; Bekoff and Gese, 2003).

Bobcats occur across most of southern and central North

America where they occupy a variety of habitats and rely on

diverse prey types. Lynx occur almost exclusively in the northern

portion of North America where they rely on snowshoe hares

(Lepus americanus) as primary prey. Over the last two centuries,

coyotes expanded their historical range from the North American

prairies to now encompass most of the continent, where they

exhibit broad dietary and habitat tolerance (Bekoff and Gese,

2003). There is a general sense that coyotes compete directly with

bobcats and lynx (Litvaitis, 1992; Buskirk et al., 2000; Anderson and

Lovallo, 2003) and that bobcats may displace lynx (Parker et al.,

1983; Hoving et al., 2003). However, reliable evidence of

interspecific competition in these species is scant (Murray et al.,

2008), leaving open the possibility that weak study design and

supporting data contribute to this uncertainty. Thus, our

understanding of competition among mid-sized North American

carnivores, and species with low tractability in general, is likely on

weak footing.
Study designs to assess competition

Interspecific competition research falls into in 3 broad

categories: descriptive, experimental, and comparative (Keddy,

1989). Descriptive studies are mainly comprised of point-in-time

observations of species interactions, including evidence of

mortality, strife, or active displacement. Such studies are typically

opportunistic and supported by anecdotal evidence, with limited

emphasis on study design. Experimental studies involve direct

manipulation of competitor numbers or variation in abundance

of a shared limiting resource (Connor and Simberloff, 1986),

although the latter approach is rare. Field experiments measure

numerical responses or niche shifts in relation to manipulation, and

are conducted as academic exercises or else can be by-products of

human intervention like commercial harvest or biological control of

a competitor species. Experimental manipulations offer a powerful,

direct measure of interspecific competition albeit possibly with

limited generalizability of their findings. Because field

experiments can disturb natural ecosystems and face substantive

logistical, financial, and ethical challenges, they are increasingly rare

(Diamond, 1986; Rockwood, 2006).

Most contemporary efforts to study interspecific competition in

free-ranging animals are comparative studies that assess niche

dimensions and/or overlap (e.g., food, space, and habitat) for co-

occurring species in regions of sympatry. Using niche overlap to

assess competition usually rests on the assumption of competitive

exclusion, where species with marked overlap in one or more niche

dimension (i.e., resource type) actively compete when the resource

in question is limiting (Abrams, 2022). In theory, niche overlap

should be transitory, with long-term co-existence on the same

resource not being possible and the inferior competitor eventually

succumbing to niche displacement or extirpation. However, niche

overlap may be longstanding if competition is weak or if the species
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are in a competitive stalemate (Chesson, 2000; Adler et al., 2007), as

may arise if resources are abundant or if intraspecific competition

imposes especially strong population regulation (Connell, 1983;

Adler et al., 2018). Further, species may exhibit niche overlap

without competition simply by virtue of living in a shared

environment (e.g., Holt and Bonsall, 2017; Blanchet et al., 2020).

This means that species with overlapping niches may: i) actively

compete but be in transition to a state with less/no competition,

ii) compete in a stalemate, or iii) co-exist without competition

(Figure 1). Likewise, species without niche overlap may not compete

owing to different resource use, or else may: i) compete

exploitatively in an unmeasured niche dimension or ii) compete

agonistically rather than exploitatively (Figure 1). It is also possible

that species co-exist without niche overlap, owing to past

competition (i.e., ghost of competition past, sensu Connell, 1980).

Accordingly, competition theory predicts a variety of possible levels

of niche overlap depending on the context of the interspecific

interaction, meaning that appropriate study designs and careful

inference are needed to distinguish between these complex and

subtle possibilities.

The merits of different study designs in ecological research can be

indexed according to two primary metrics: i) strength of the inference

(i.e., paucity of likely alternate hypotheses); and ii) generality of the

findings (i.e., diversity of populations where the inference applies)

(see Garton et al., 2005). If niche overlap studies are to contribute

tangibly to interspecific competition research, they must be designed

to provide robust inference and generality. First, the sampling unit

should constitute an independent observation that is adequately

replicated through space or time (Hurlburt, 1984). For example,

competition experiments usually consider a manipulated site as the

sampling unit, with responses being evaluated at multiple sites (i.e.,

replicated samples) and individuals at the same site considered as

non-independent subunits exposed to a common manipulation (i.e.,

subsamples). However, comparative studies are conducted with less

control over study design, meaning that non-independent sampling

and pseudoreplication are more common, leading to weaker

inference (see Garton et al., 2005). On the other hand, the added

realism and larger spatial scale of many comparative studies

compared to experiments may provide added generality of the

findings, especially if the study spans conditions (e.g., time,

resource levels, competitor density) that could influence

competitive interactions.
Case study: mid-sized carnivores
in North America

Our review comprised published papers (1986–2023) assessing

whether bobcats, Canada lynx, and coyotes compete or partition

resources in the wild. In Web of Science, we searched abstracts for

the terms ‘competiti*’ or ‘partition*’ along with each pairwise

combination of ‘bobcat’, ‘lynx’, and ‘coyote’ in all fields, yielding

111 results. We further screened references and those cited in

papers that met our criteria for inclusion. We focused our review

on studies assessing niche overlap between species (Supplementary
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Table 1) and only included papers stating either that the study was

designed to assess interspecific competition or where competition

was considered when interpreting the results. For each study, we

recorded type of study, species examined, measurements and

sampling units, spatial and temporal scale, ancillary data

informing the assessment, and whether competition or related

interactions (e.g., partitioning, exclusion, avoidance) were

detected or speculated (Supplementary Table 1). We limited our

analysis to a qualitative review because our primary interest was

study design and derivable inference rather than prevalence or

magnitude of competitive interactions. Although we used mid-sized

North American carnivores as an illustration, our findings should

apply more broadly to other systems where niche overlap is used in

similar assessment (see Salinas-Ramos et al., 2020, Watz and

Nyqvist, 2022).

We found 60 papers assessing competition between bobcat–

coyote (n = 51), lynx–bobcat (n = 6) and lynx–coyote (n = 5) pairs;

one study investigated both lynx–bobcat and lynx–coyote

interactions. A single, exclusively descriptive paper (Gipson and

Kamler, 2002) reported agonistic interactions between bobcats and

coyotes, and a single experimental study (Henke and Bryant, 1999)

leveraged a coyote control programme to assess bobcat numerical

responses. The remaining papers (n = 58) evaluated interspecific

competition via a comparative study design. Of these comparative

studies, all but five (91.4%) measured some form of niche overlap

between species, with the remainder assessing correlation between

harvest statistics (Lovell et al., 1998; Guillaumet et al., 2015) and

other measures of relative abundance (Main et al., 1999), trends in

annual survival and cause-specific mortality (Kamler and Gipson,

2004), and outcomes of competitive encounters (Allen et al., 2016).

Focusing on niche overlap studies from hereon, over half (54.7%, n

= 29) measured overlap in a single type of resource or niche

dimension (mostly space use n = 14; diet n = 9; habitat n = 3;

time n = 3) (Supplementary Table 1). Most studies were conducted

at a single site (62.3%, n = 33 studies), or spanned a relatively small

spatial scale (< 500 km2) (52.8%, n = 28) given space requirements

of the carnivore species in question. Studies were sometimes

temporally disjunct (24.5%, n = 13), and often conducted over

short timespans (≤ 2 years 49.1%, n = 26), reflecting the challenges

of field research but likely compromising inference on temporal

variability in competition or resource availability. Most studies

(69.8%, n = 37) did not track individuals directly, meaning that

the actual number of study animals was not known. Often the

sampling unit used in the study was non-independent, as would

arise with point locations for cameras, watering holes, tracks, or

scats (Supplementary Table 1). Relatively few studies sought to

address lack of independence statistically via mixed effects models

or related adjustments (e.g., Atwood et al., 2011; Gese et al., 2013,

Ochoa et al., 2021). Only 4 studies did not use some ancillary data to

provide a more comprehensive assessment of interspecific

competition or assess whether other factors might better explain

patterns in niche overlap. Nonetheless, we surmised that very few

studies measured resource availability and competitor abundance at

the level needed to confirm resource limitation or estimate resource

availability per capita. Overall, 43.4% of studies drew firm
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conclusions (Y = 8; N = 17) about competition and related

interactions (e.g., partitioning, exclusion, avoidance), but in most

studies inference was deemed equivocal (Supplementary Table 1).
Discussion

Most research studies claiming to evaluate interspecific

competition in mid-sized North American carnivores lack the

design and data collection needed for robust assessment. Niche

overlap studies rarely have the spatial and temporal scale and

ancillary data needed to measure whether variation conforms to

predictions from theory. While some studies acknowledge these

limitations, it remains that by design virtually all niche overlap

studies lack the ability to substantively advance our understanding

of interspecific competition. Because the limitations we observed

extend to other species and systems where field investigations are

similarly challenged (see Salinas-Ramos et al., 2020; Watz and

Nyqvist, 2022), we infer that our current understanding of the

role of interspecific competition in ecological communities is on

weak footing.

Comparative studies are vital in community ecology research,

and in the absence of experimental manipulation niche overlap

measurement is understandably a tempting line of investigation for

assessing exploitative competition between sympatric species.

However in many studies the statistical unit of measure (i.e.,

camera locations, watering holes, scats) is unlikely to be

appropriate, independent, and properly replicated (see

Supplementary Table 1). For example, individual animals may visit

watering holes multiple times or deposit many scats during the study,

and without attention to data hierarchy, sampling fails to account for

expected individual variation. To some extent, lack of independence

can be addressed a priori as part of study design, for example by

adopting a probability sampling framework (e.g., Garton et al., 2005).

Post-hoc statistical remedies for non-independence include nesting

variables or accounting for random effects, but these approaches are

unhelpful when data are not suitable for constructing representative

data hierarchies (Arnqvist, 2020; Silk et al., 2020). Consequently,

statistical models using non-independent sampling units often will be

mis-specified. Even using individuals as the sampling unit can be

problematic if their ranges overlap and they have covarying responses

to local resources. Ultimately, we consider the problem of sample

independence in niche overlap research as mostly related to a

mismatch between the study scale vs. data needs for robust

inference (see also Davies and Gray, 2015). Most comparative

studies are simply too restricted in time, space and sampling extent

to use niche overlap measurement as a robust assessment of

interspecific competition, and peer reviewers and journal editors

should be more vigilant of these limitations (see Rogers et al., 2021).

We found inconsistent interpretation of niche overlap as evidence

either for or against interspecific competition, and likewise lack of

overlap is interpreted as evidence for or against competition (see

Supplementary Table 1). This alarming inconsistency reflects a weak

correspondence between competition theory, predicted outcomes,

collected observations, and data interpretation. This confusion

highlights the mistake in trying to infer competitive relationships
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using point measures of niche overlap and without broader

understanding of the timeline of interactions, resource limitation, or

interactions in other niche dimensions (Figure 1). For example, studies

conducted along 1–2 niche axes ignore potential fine-scale niche

partitioning given that diet overlap may indicate either active

competition or lack of competition if species forage in different

areas or at different times (e.g., see Hood et al., 2021). Species may

exhibit skewed levels of niche overlap when studied at narrow spatial

scales or during disjunct and restricted seasonal windows (e.g.,

Marrotte et al., 2020; Morin et al., 2020). Likewise, lack of ancillary

data to assess numerical changes in competitor abundance or resource

availability per capita make it virtually impossible to link niche overlap

results to expected outcomes predicted by theory (Salinas-Ramos et al.,

2020). Collectively, these shortcomings highlight the unsuitability of

traditional niche overlap measurement as a solitary test of

interspecific competition.

We highlight that virtually all studies we reviewed were designed

to report on phenomenological patterns without measuring:

i) magnitude of competition for parameterizing mathematical

models, ii) primary drivers and constraints of competition, to

support a mechanistic understanding, or iii) competition impacts

to populations and communities. The lack of a broader

understanding of competition remains a longstanding weakness in

ecology (Tilman, 1987; Keddy, 1989; Abrams, 2022), and

improvements require strategic study design and reinforced links

between theory, predicted outcomes, data collection and

statistical inference.
Future directions

For many animals, emerging biologging tools may help advance

insights into agonistic interactions by measuring direct contact

between instrumented individuals and related outcomes like

spatial displacement or avoidance (Drewe et al., 2012; Broekhuis

et al., 2019). In some cases, lack of sample independence can be

addressed via probability sampling (Garton et al., 2005) or by

adopting analytical techniques to support appropriate data

hierarchies (e.g., Ruell and Crooks, 2007). Niche overlap analysis

conducted in regions of species sympatry/allopatry may facilitate

contrast while also reinforcing generality and large-scale inference

(Peers et al., 2013; Gooliaf et al., 2018). However, in general study

designs need to be considerably more dynamic and multi-faceted to

yield contextualized niche overlap assessment. Although traditional

field experiments will not experience a resurgence in competition

research, natural experiments or quasi-experiments (Diamond,

1986) can be leveraged to provide additional insight. Ongoing

range shifts, arrival of invasive species, decline in shared

resources, or systemic biological control can each serve as a

baseline for comparing niche overlap across different conditions.

For example, ongoing shifts in distribution and abundance of

bobcats, lynx and coyotes (Anderson and Lovallo, 2003; Bekoff

and Gese, 2003) and active coyote depopulation efforts (Henke and

Bryant, 1999) may provide a stronger framework for investigating

niche displacement (see also Watz and Nyqvist, 2022). When

combined with measures of competitor density or resource
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availability per capita, these approaches hold promise for robust

assessment. Finally, the numerous given sampling design challenges

facing many contemporary field studies, standardized data

collection across studies would support synthetic approaches like

meta-regression (Nakagawa et al. 2023), which could further inform

on the magnitude, mechanistic underpinnings, and generality of

competition. Thus, solutions exist to address many shortcomings in

contemporary interspecific competition research, but ultimately

they require stronger links to theory and innovative approaches

to study design, data collection, and statistical inference.
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FIGURE 1

Conceptual model of the degree of niche overlap expected between 2 putatively competing species, depending on the duration of the interaction (A)
and availability of a limiting resource, per capita (B). Under competitive exclusion (red), niche overlap should decline through time (character
displacement) and with increasing resource availability (transition from realized to fundamental niche). Alternatively (black), coexistence without
competition should exhibit invariant niche overlap across interaction timeline and resource availability, as should also be the case if species reach a
competitive stalemate or if competition takes place in another (unmeasured) niche dimension. The shape, slope and relative levels of niche overlap
relationships are arbitrary, and the model assumes that all other environmental conditions are held constant.
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